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Abstract— Now a days, we are all having a vehicle and 

whenever we need to do anything so we prefer vehicles then 

doesn’t depend that either it is two or four wheeler. So you 

can see that in the surrounding there is all change then if we 

are talking about weather change or other. We all know that 

in a vehicle there is an engine due to which vehicle running, 

from it there is many harmful gases emit after burning of 

fuel, and goes to the surrounding and pollute the air, which 

is harmful for our health as well as it might be possibility of 

death after inhaling this pollutant air. So we need to control 

this emission from the engine, which makes the vehicle eco-

friendly in the future. So it is necessary to choose any other 

chemical or fuel for running the vehicle either use as a 

renewable resource or after burning it again use as a fuel and 

convert the harmful gases into a harmless gases after 

burning, which is also makes it eco-friendly to the nature. If 

we are using a renewable resources or the fuel which can be 

again used as a fuel, so due to which, there will also be a 

better fuel economy. Because there will be using a fuel as 

twice with a same fuel. In this manner, both fuel economy 

and emission control will be become better to the vehicle 

and it can become as eco-friendly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In automobiles, emission control means employed to limit 

the discharge of noxious gases from the internal-combustion 

engine and other components. There are three main sources 

of these gases: the engine exhaust, the crankcase, and the 

fuel tank and carburetor. The exhaust pipedischarges burned 

and unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of 

nitrogen and sulfur, and traces of various acids, alcohols, 

and phenols. The crankcase is a secondary source of 

unburned hydrocarbons and, to a lesser extent, carbon 

monoxide. In the fuel tank and (in older automobiles) 

thecarburetor, hydrocarbons that are continually evaporating 

from gasoline constitute a minor but not insignificant 

contributing factor in pollution. A variety of systems for 

controlling emissions from all these sources have been 

developed. 

The first effort at controlling pollution from 

automobiles was the PCV (positive crankcase ventilation) 

system. This draws crankcase fumes heavy in unburned 

hydrocarbons — a precursor to photochemical smog — into 

the engine's intake tract so they are burned rather than 

released unburned from the crankcase into the atmosphere. 

Positive crankcase ventilation was first installed on a 

widespread basis by law on all new 1961-model cars first 

sold in California. The following year, New York required 

it. By 1964, most new cars sold in the U.S. were so 

equipped, and PCV quickly became standard equipment on 

all vehicles worldwide 

By the 1974 model year, the emission standards 

had tightened such that the de-tuning techniques used to 

meet them were seriously reducing engine efficiency and 

thus increasing fuel usage. The new emission standards for 

1975 model year, as well as the increase in fuel usage, 

forced the invention of the catalytic converter for after-

treatment of the exhaust gas. This was not possible with 

existing leaded gasoline, because the lead residue 

contaminated the platinum catalyst. In 1972, General Motors 

proposed to the American Petroleum Institute the 

elimination of leaded fuels for 1975 and later model year 

cars. The production and distribution of unleaded fuel was a 

major challenge, but it was completed successfully in time 

for the 1975 model year cars. All modern cars are now 

equipped with catalytic converters, and  leaded fuel is no 

longer sold at filling stations in most First World countries. 

Leaded racing fuel is available in small quantities from 

some suppliers, but it is legal for off-road use only. 

The energy required for emission control often 

reduces vehicle fuel economy and increases vehicle cost. 

VTO's Emission Control R&D focuses on developing 

efficient, durable, low-cost emission control systems that 

complement new combustion strategies while minimizing 

efficiency losses. VTO often leverages the national 

laboratories' unique capabilities and facilities to conduct this 

research. 

These exhaust after treatment technologies include: 

 NOx adsorbers and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 

to control oxides of nitrogen (NOx) 

 Oxidation catalysts to control hydrocarbons (HC) 

 Particulate filters to control particulate matter (PM). 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT OF EMISSION 
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III. COMBUSTION INFORMATION IN A VEHICLE ABOUT 

EMISSION 

 

IV. SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION OF NOX IN A VEHICLE 

 

V. ALTERNATION METHOD TO REDUCE THE EMISSION AS 

WELL AS THE INCREASE THE POWER AND MAKES AN ECO-

FRIENDLY TO THE VEHICLE 

Geothermal power is considered to be a sustainable, 

renewable source of energy because the heat extraction is 

small compared with the Earth's heat content. The 

greenhouse gas emissions of geothermal electric stations are 

on average 45 grams of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour of 

electricity, or less than 5 percent of that of conventional 

coal-fired plants. 

The thermal efficiency of geothermal electric 

stations is low, around 7–10%, because geothermal fluids 

are at a low temperature compared with steam from boilers. 

By the laws of thermodynamics this low temperature limits 

the efficiency of heat engines in extracting useful energy 

during the generation of electricity. Exhaust heat is wasted, 

unless it can be used directly and locally, for example in 

greenhouses, timber mills, and district heating. The 

efficiency of the system does not affect operational costs as 

it would for a coal or other fossil fuel plant, but it does 

factor into the viability of the station. In order to produce 

more energy than the pumps consume, electricity generation 

requires high temperature geothermal fields and specialized 

heat cycles. Because geothermal power does not rely on 

variable sources of energy, unlike, for example, wind or 

solar, its capacity factor can be quite large – up to 96% has 

been demonstrated. 

Existing geothermal electric stations, that fall 

within the 50th percentile of all total life cycle emissions 

studies reviewed by the IPCC, produce on average 45 kg of 

CO2 equivalent emissions per megawatt-hour of generated 

electricity (kg CO2eq/MW•h). For comparison, a coal-fired 

power plant emits 1,001 kg of CO2 per megawatt-hour when 

not coupled with carbon capture and storage (CCS). Stations 

that experience high levels of acids and volatile chemicals 

are usually equipped with emission-control systems to 

reduce the exhaust. Geothermal stations could theoretically 

inject these gases back into the earth, as a form of carbon 

capture and storage. 

VI. ECONOMY 

As part of the GEOCAP programme, a partnership between 

Indonesian and Dutch partners, Holland based-IF 

Technology has developed a small-scale geothermal power 

plant specifically for remote communities. The system is 

called MiniGeo. 

MiniGeo is a small, modular geothermal power 

plant the size of a shipping container. The system is 

designed to generate renewable electricity for remote 

communities using the earth’s natural heat. The benefits of 

the MiniGeo are that it can generate power 24 hours a day, 

doesn’t require fuel, emits almost no CO2 and needs very 

little space. Additionally, the installation also produces heat 

for all kinds of local applications. We’re designing units that 

produce between 100kW and 1MW of electricity. Exactly 

how much power can be produced from one unit depends 

mainly on the local geology and the demand for electricity. 

VII. GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT 
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VIII. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT BY GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 

 

IX. COMPARISON OF COAL, NATURAL GAS, AND 

GEOTHERMAL CO2 EMISSION 

 

X. HOW TO BECOME A MORE ECO-FRIENDLY TO THE 

VEHICLE BY UTILIZING THE WASTE HEAT RECOVERY 

 
The mechanical efficiency of the main engine is close to 50 

percent. The rest of the energy contained in the fuel 

consumed by the engine is not converted into shaft power, 

but is lost, mainly to heat and friction. The WHRS is 

designed to recover as much energy from these losses as is 

economically viable. Recovery of the waste heat begins in 

the exhaust gas boiler. Compared with conventional exhaust 

gas boilers, the WHRS’ dual pressure exhaust gas boiler is 

designed to efficiently generate steam with characteristics 

that make it suitable for electricity generation. For optimum 

efficiency, steam is generated at two pressure levels - high 

and low. Both high and low pressure steam flows are then 

led through the ship’s steam piping system to a condensing 

steam turbine, which is connected to a generator. The 

turbine will then convert the thermal energy of the steam 

into mechanical energy to run the generator. When the 

thermal energy has been used, steam will exit from Shaft 

generator/motor Through the WHRS, the recovered energy, 

which typically amounts to about 10 percent of main 

propulsion’s shaft power, is converted back for mechanical 

work. 2 Exhaust gas boiler 2 Exhaust gas boiler the turbine 

and condense in the sea water-cooled vacuum condenser 

attached below the steam turbine. This condensate water is 

collected into a deaerating feed water tank and pumped back 

into the exhaust gas boiler. On its way there, the condensate 

will recover heat from the main engine jacket, cooling water 

and/or the main engine scavenging air by flowing through 

the respective heat exchangers. This part of the process is 

called feed water heating. The entire circulation process of 

the steam and condensate water is closed, and the quality of 

steam/ condensate is monitored. Energy is also mechanically 

recovered from the main engine exhaust gas flow. Part of 

the main exhaust gas flow is diverted into a power turbine, 

which is connected to a generator. This part of the process 

runs the power turbine, which is similar to the turbine side 

of a main engine turbocharger, and thereby complements the 

steam turbine’s generating capacity. The steam turbine and 

the power turbine can be installed in two different 

configurations. They can either be on the same bed frame 

with one common generator or on separate bed frames with 

dedicated generators. The choice between the two options 

can be made on the basis of the ship’s engine room layout, 

as well as what is technically the optimum and most feasible 

approach. In all configurations the turbines are connected to 

the generator through a reduction gear. With the common 

generator configuration, the power turbine and generator 

connection are also provided with a special freewheeling 

clutch, enabling automatic engagement/disengagement 

depending on operating conditions. On ships with two main 

engines, a configuration with two power turbines, one for 

each main engine, can be considered. In special cases, a 

WHRS with only a steam turbine and generator or only a 

power turbine and generator, can be provided, but with 

consequentially a lower heat recovery capability. The 

propeller shaft generator/motor will maximise the utilization 

of the recovered energy. When provided with a highly 

flexible variable frequency drive, the shaft generator/motor 

can convert electricity into additional propulsion shaft 

power, as well as propulsion shaft power into electricity, a 

change in functionality that is achieved seamlessly without 

any interruption to the operation. This flexibility is due 

primarily to utilizing a frequency converter between the 

shaft 4 Steam turbine generator unit generator/motor and the 

ship’s electric network. As a result, the energy recovered in 

the steam turbine and power turbine can be directly utilized 

as mechanical power on the propeller shaft. On the other 
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hand, in slow speed situations where the ship’s consumption 

of electricity exceeds the amount recoverable from waste 

heat, the shaft generator/motor will feed the ship’s main 

network, thereby utilizing the main engine’s increased 

efficiency. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

1) We know that geothermal energy is very useful because 

it extract the heat and ultilizes it for generating 

electricity, we can also use in the vehicle because there 

is much heat lost so convert it to electricity and it could 

be used to running the vehicle. 

2) We can considering that the heat which is lost in the 

gasoline vehicle, it could be utilize by using the concept 

of waste heat recovery system. 

3) We have a two method one is geothermal energy 

concept and waste heat recovery concept, if we join 

together so I think, it could be utilize as heat recover by 

waste heat recovery system and it converts into 

electricity with the help of geothermal energy system. 

4) If we utilize both the system together, so definitely we 

will get the perfect eco-friendly vehicle, which fully 

emission less as well as better for environment. 

5) The main thing to make an emission less vehicle, which 

save a life, and become a fearless from the weather 

change can only happen to use a renewable resources as 

geothermal energy. 
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